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ABSTRACT: It is generally agreed that the nuclei of eukaryotic cells at
interphase are partitioned into disjointed territories, with distinct regions
occupied by certain chromosomes. However, the underlying mechanism for
such territorialization is still under debate. Here we model chromosomes as
coarse-grained block copolymers and to investigate the effect of loop
domains (LDs) on the formation of compartments and territories based on
dissipative particle dynamics. A critical length of LDs, which depends
sensitively on the length of polymeric blocks, is obtained to minimize the
degree of phase separation. This also applies to the two-polymer system: The
critical length not only maximizes the degree of territorialization but also
minimizes the degree of phase separation. Interestingly, by comparing with
experimental data, we find the critical length for LDs and the corresponding
length of blocks to be respectively very close to the mean length of
topologically associating domains (TADs) and chromosomal segments with different densities of CpG islands for human
chromosomes. The results indicate that topological constraints with optimal length can contribute to the formation of territories by
weakening the degree of phase separation, which likely promotes the chromosomal flexibility in response to genetic regulations.

■ INTRODUCTION

Rather than randomly distributed coils, chromosomes are of a
hierarchical architecture1−11 for high compaction, fast
unfolding, and easy unentanglement. The hierarchy of
structure includes (but is not limited to) the formation of
topologically associating domains (TADs), intrachromosomal
compartments, and territories for individual chromosomes.
TADs correspond to local regions of typical lengths ranging
from 40 kb to 1Mb in which self-contacts are enhanced and
spatially confined.8,12 At the megabase scale, chromatin that
differs in gene distributions, density, or epigenetic marks
segregates into two compartments.5,13−17 Aside from other
potential drivers (e.g., bridging-induced attraction for
proteins18 and preferential binding of HP1 to regions high in
histone methylation),19 liquid-phase separation mediated by
weak hydrophobic interactions are argued to play a critical role
in the formation of compartments.20,21 This could originate
from heterogeneity in the densities of CpG islands16,17 (CGIs)
for genomic segments. At the nuclei scale, individual
chromosomes occupy their own space,1−5,22−26 resulting in
significantly more intrachromosomal than interchromosomal
contacts.

The underlying mechanism for the formation of territories
remains unclear so far. One proposed mechanism assumes an
activity-based dynamics,27 for which gene-rich euchromatin
and gene-poor heterochromatin are respectively represented by
active and inert chains. However, it has been demonstrated28

that a quasi-equilibrium model without a difference in activity
is adequate to mimic the dynamics of the chromosomes in
vivo.29−31 The structure of chromatin within territories is
nonrandom due to the presence of TADs and compartments,
which probably contributes to the formation of territories.22

The multiscale chromatin structures have a territorial
organization by nature: Segments close to each other along
the chromosome are close to each other in space as well.3,22

Nevertheless, how different structures interfere has rarely been
discussed so far. Recent studies have shown that TADs play a
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competing role with compartmental phase separation, instead
of building blocks for compartments.14,32−35 Quantitative
analysis is still in need to unveil the basic mechanisms of
this competing relation. The potential influence of TADs on
the formation of territories is to be investigated, but the
formation of territories of ring polymers6,36 has implied the
assisting effects of topological constraints. The effect of loop
size on territory formation has also been proposed23,24 but not
much investigated in depth.
Various coarse-grained models have been proposed to

capture and interpret complex features of chromosomes
emerging from experiments.37−42 In this work, we start from
a bead-and-spring coarse-grained model, which is commonly
used to investigate structural properties of compartments and
domains.14,43,44 The hydrophobic interactions are introduced
based on the dissipative particle dynamics (DPD), which were
implemented in earlier studies to analyze the folding of fractal
globules and chromosomes.31,45−48 Without a loss of general-
ity, the model is applied to study the interplay of multiscale
structures for human chromosomes, based on experimental
results for TAD boundaries and genomic sequence. The results
indicate the existence of an optimal length of TADs that
maximizes the degree of territorialization and meanwhile
minimizes the degree of phase separation. In the remainder of
this paper, we first introduce the simulation methods before
presenting the results. Taking a polymer of periodic blocks as
an example, we are particularly interested in the dependence of
phase separation and territory formation on topological
constraints. Next, we study the effect of topological constraints
on compartmentalization and territorialization for human
chromosomes, followed by conclusions.

■ SIMULATION METHOD
Model. We perform DPD simulations of coarse-grained

polymers submerged in solvent. The polymer is modeled as a
chain of DPD beads of total length L. As shown in Figure 1,

the polymeric bead is either of the type forest (f) or prairie (p),
which corresponds to chromosomal segments with either rich
or poor densities of CGIs, respectively. The solvent (s) is
explicitly modeled as DPD beads of the same size as f and p.
The polymer is of periodic blocks with repeat units of nf forest
beads followed by np prairie beads, denoted as “−nf−np−”. The
curvilinear lengths of the forest and prairie segments are
denoted as Lf and Lp respectively. As illustrated in Figure 1b,
topological constraints are introduced by cross-linking non-
adjacent beads at fixed distance Lld, forming consecutive loop
domains (LDs). This is to phenomenologically model the
TADs of chromosomes at comparable length scales. To test
the effect of LD lengths, the −nf−np− polymer is of a fixed Lld
ranging from 0.0 to 1.96 Mb (Lld = 0 denoting system without
LDs). Since the LD boundaries are consecutive (without open
segments between loops), the total number of LDs on a
polymer Nld = L/Lld. The model is then applied to simulate
human chromosomes (with each bead representing about 40
kb segments), for which disordered distributions of Lf,p and Lld
are respectively derived from genomic sequence and TAD
boundaries.16,17,49−51 See the Supporting Information for more
details.
All beads (s, f, and p) interact with each other via DPD

interactions, including a conservative force Fij
C, a dissipative

force Fij
D, and a random force Fij

R given by

γ
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where rij is the center-to-center distance between beads i and j,
eij = rij/rij the unit vector, Aij is the maximum repulsion, γij is
the dissipative constant, vij is the vector difference in velocities

Figure 1. (a) Sketch of the polymer model for chromosome. The bead is in type of either forest (f) or prairie (p), with different hydrophobicity. Lf
and Lp respectively denote the length for consecutive forest and prairie beads. (b) Sketch of one LD on a polymer, with Lld denoting the length of
the LD. (c) Simulation snapshot of a −50−50− polymer with Lld = 80 kb in solvent before collapsing. (d) Simulation snapshots of −50−50−
polymers with Lld = 520 kb and Lld = 1.08 Mb. The backbones are indicated by blue solid lines.
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between the two beads, θij is a Gaussian white noise variable
with θij = θji, and δt is the simulation time step. All these three
forces vanish when rij ≥ rc. As a common choice for DPD
parameters,47,52,53 we set Aij = 150 and γij = 4.5 between all
DPD beads (except for a slightly larger Asp for phase
separation). By increasing Asp from 150 to 170, the effective
Flory−Huggins parameter52 χsp = 0.306(Asp − App) varies from
0.0 to 6.1. See Table 1 for the full list of interaction parameters
used in this paper (unless otherwise specified).

Bonded forces are added to the model describing chain
connectivity, which can be written as

= − −K r rF e( )ij ij ij
B

0 (2)

with K = 150 and r0 = 0.5 respectively representing the spring
constant and equilibrium bond length. Equation 2 is also used
for modeling bonded interactions between LD boundaries (i.e.,
nonadjacent beads that are cross-linked). We assume the
formation of a fractal globule with topological constraints (i.e.,
the chain cannot cross itself).3 This can be achieved31,54 by
allowing √2dmin > lmax, with dmin and lmax respectively denoting
the minimum distance between two beads and maximum bond
length for consecutive beads. With our choice of interaction
parameters, at least 94% of the contacting pairs (rij < rc) meet
the requirement.
The cutoff radius of the DPD bead rc, the system time τ,

system temperature T, and the corresponding energy kBT
(where kB is the Boltzmann constant) are chosen as the
reduced units, which (approximately) correspond to rĉ = 200
nm, τ̂ = 5.1 μs, T̂ = 298 K, and kBT̂ = 4.11 × 10−21 J in real
units to match experimental results for human chromosomes
(see the Supporting Information). Unless specified, reduced
units will be used in the remainder of this paper.
Simulation Details. We first simulate a submerged −nf−

np− polymer of total length L = 228 Mb in a 29.4 × 29.4 ×
29.4 cubic box with periodic boundary conditions imple-
mented in all three dimensions; see Figure 1c. To make
simulation box impermeable for polymer, an additional wall
interaction Fi

W is implemented between the boundary box and
polymeric bead i:

= − − <K r r r rF e( ) fori i i
W

w w c
w

w w c
w

(3)

with Kw = 150 and rc
w = 0.5, ew being the unit vector in normal

direction of the wall. The simulation box is sufficiently large so
that the degree of phase separation is barely affected by Fi

W.
The volume fraction of polymers (5−20%) agrees with that for
chromosomes in cell nucleus6 (2−30%).
All simulations are carried out by the parallel software

package LAMMPS.55 The velocity−Verlet algorithm with a
time step of δt = 0.02 is used to integrate the equations of
motion. The initial configuration of the polymer is generated
by self-avoiding random walk (SAW) with a unit walk length l

= 0.7 at each step in the cubic box. A total number of Ns
solvent beads (s) is maintained at fixed density ρs = 3.0 and
temperature T = 1.0 in the NVT ensemble. We first simulate a
homopolymer with Asf = Asp = 150 and perform at least 5 ×
106 simulation steps for equilibration. Subsequently, a slightly
larger Asp is implemented for phase separation. The
equilibrium state is achieved after the potential energy of the
collapsed polymer becomes stable during a sufficiently long
run. The trajectories for the collapsed or semicollapsed
polymer are obtained and analyzed in the next 4 × 107

simulation steps. The results are averaged over at least 20
independent runs each initiated from independent conforma-
tions.
The degree of phase separation of f and p beads can be

quantified14 by the order parameter Δ, which is defined as

ξ ξ ξ ξ
Δ =

∑ ⟨ − + ⟩=

L

( )/( )

/2
S
L

S S S S1
/2 same diff same diff

(4)

where ξS
same and ξS

diff, respectively, represent the ratio of
contacting bead pairs (rij < rc) among all possible pairs in same
and different types at curvilinear distance S = i − j along the
chain. By definition, Δ measures the relative difference in
same-type and different-type contact probabilities. By weighing
all distances from the main diagonal equally, Δ is insensitive to
the total length of the polymer14 (i.e., no scaling effect). Note
that the degree of phase separation can also be quantitatively
measured via other methods, such as the modularity of the
community based on graph theory.56,57 See the Supporting
Information for more discussions.
The same simulation box is used for analyzing the formation

of territories between two −50−50− polymers of length Lα =
228 Mb and Lβ = 240 Mb. Initially, the box is divided into two
subcompartments to separately generate the initial config-
urations of the two polymers without unreasonable entangle-
ment. Simulations of 5 × 106 steps are performed at fixed Asp =
150 with each polymer occupying one subcompartment by
applying wall interactions Fi

W between compartment and the
polymers. Next, the subcompartments are removed, and Asp is
increased. After equilibrating for at least 2 × 107 simulation
steps, the contact map is analyzed in the following 4 × 107

simulation steps. To quantitatively characterize the degree of
territorialization between two polymers, we define the order
parameter Ω as

Ω = − +P P P P( )/( )same diff same diff (5)
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Here Psame and Pdiff respectively denote the probabilities of
intra- and interpolymeric contacts, which can be determined
from the contact map by averaging over contact probability Pij
for each bead pair i and j. A larger cutoff radius rc

map = 6.0 is
implemented for measuring Pij with enhanced contrast. Pairs

Table 1. Parameters for Interactions between Different
Types of Beads

bonded interactions K r0

f/p−f/p 150 0.5
DPD interactions Aij γij rc

f/p−f/p 150 4.5 1.0
s−f 150 4.5 1.0
s−p varied 4.5 1.0
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with curvilinear distance S < Lld are neglected to remove its
effect on Psame, which could be non-negligible for short
polymers. Similar simulation conditions and post-measure-
ments are implemented to simulate either single human
chromosome 1 (Chr1) or two interacting human chromo-
somes (Chr1+Chr2).

■ RESULTS
Single −nf−np− Polymer. The dependence of the order

parameter for phase separation of f and p compartments, Δ, on
Asp for a −50−50− polymer is presented in Figure 2a. For
polymer of any given length of LDs, Lld, the value of Δ
increases with Asp and saturates at around Asp = 160. For
polymer without LDs (Lld = 0), p beads are more likely to
aggregate into clusters. Formation of a pearl necklace structure
and a large crumple globule of p beads are observed
respectively at Asp = 155 and Asp = 170. For polymers with
LDs, the growth rate of Δ with the increase of Asp becomes
slower, and the saturated degree of phase separation Δsat at Asp
≥ 160 becomes smaller. After phase separation, crumple
globules of nonspherical shape are observed for 1.16 Mb ≥ Lld
≥ 160 kb, due to an increased chain rigidity (see the
Supporting Information).
The results also indicate that Δ depends nonmonotonically

on Lld at fixed Asp. As shown in Figure 2b, Δ first decreases and
then mildly increases with Lld at Asp = 160. The degree of
phase separation is minimized at the critical LD length Lld* =
440 kb. We note that such nonmonotonic relation is not an
artifact caused by the definition of Δ, as similar results are
obtained with another choice of order parameter for phase
separation (see the Supporting Information). Since the only
term that drives phase separation in our model is the

hydrophobicity of p beads, the variation of Δ should be
attributed to the competition of surface energy and elastic
energy. This could be demonstrated by the minimum at Lld* for
the variation of polymeric energy and solvation energy (see the
Supporting Information). The peak position of gyration radius
of prairie beads Rp is also presented in Figure 2b, which
perfectly agrees with the critical length at Lld* = 440 kb. The
inverse correlation of Rp and Δ suggests the collapsing degree
of prairie beads could serve as an order parameter for phase
separation of the polymer.
Figure 3a presents the dependence of Δ on Lld at Asp = 160

for polymers with various F/P lengths Lf,p. The significant
decrease of Δ with Lf,p for any given Lld indicates polymers of
shorter blocks are more difficult to phase separate.
Interestingly, the critical LD length Lld*, at which Δ is
minimized, positively correlates with Lf,p. The critical length
ratio ε* = Lld*/Lf,p is not constant at short Lf,p. As presented in
Figure 3b, ε* decays exponentially with Lf,p, which can be fitted
as

ε ε* = +−0.25 e L L/
0

f,p 0 (7)

with L0 = 1.70 the decaying length, and ε0 = 0.15 the constant
ratio for sufficiently large Lf,p. Such correlation underscores the
significant influence of segmental rigidity (rather than global
elasticity) on phase separation. The maximum difference in
phase separation δΔ = Δ(Lld = 0) − Δ(Lld = Lld*) also increases
with Lf,p and saturates at around 0.3 for Lf,p ≥ 1.96 Mb, as
shown in Figure 3b. The interaction parameters (namely, the
bond stiffness K and repulsive parameters A) exert very limited
impact on Lld*. See the Supporting Information for more details.

Two −50−50− Polymers. Figure 4a presents the order
parameter for territorialization of two −50−50− polymers, Ω,

Figure 2. (a) Degree of phase separation of f and p compartments, Δ, as a function of solvent−prairie repulsion, Asp, for −50−50− polymer.
Typical simulation snapshots are indicated by red circles. (b) Dependence of Δ and gyration radius of prairie beads Rp on Lld at Asp = 160.

Figure 3. (a) Dependence of Δ on Lld at Asp = 160 for polymers of different F/P lengths Lf,p. (b) Dependence of critical length ratio ε* = Lld*/Lf,p
and the maximum difference of phase separation δΔ = Δ(Lld = 0) − Δ(Lld = Lld*) on Lf,p.
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as a function of Lld at Asp = 170. It is observed that Ω grows
rapidly when Lld is increased from 0 to 520 kb. However, for
Lld > 640 kb, Ω slightly decreases with Lld. The result indicates
that loop domains at critical length (Lld* ∼ 520 kb) help
promote the formation of territories between two polymers.
This can also be demonstrated by the contact map shown in
Figure 4b−e: Although distinguishable boundaries of the
territory can be observed for any chosen Lld, the highest
contrast of intrapolymeric to interpolymeric contact proba-
bility is obtained for polymers with Lld = 520 kb.
Figure 4a also presents the degree of phase separation Δ of

the two-polymer system. It can be seen that Δ first decreases
and then slightly increases with Lld. The same turning point is
obtained at around Lld* = 520 kb for both Δ and Ω. This
indicates that the nonmonotonic Ω−Lld relation could be
attributed to the change in the degree of phase separation. In
fact, the degree of interpolymeric aggregation is negatively
correlated to the degree of intrapolymeric phase separation:
For Lld < Lld*, while the probability of interpolymeric contact,
Pdiff, decreases with Lld, the probability of intrapolymeric
contact, Psame, is significantly increased. Such correlations are
reversed for Lld > Lld* (see the Supporting Information). Figure
4f−i also presents a zoom in view of the diagonal region for
segment from 280 to 320 Mb. The checkerboard-like patterns
with clear boundaries formed by periodic f and p blocks can be
easily discerned for Lld = 0.0 and 1.96 Mb. By contrast, those
boundaries become significantly blurred for Lld = 520 kb and

thus become fuzzier at further distance from the main diagonal.
The critical length for the two-polymer system Lld* = 520 kb is
slightly larger than that for a single −50−50− polymer (i.e., Lld*
= 440 kb). This could be attributed to the depletion effect: the
decrease in solvation energy from phase separation is
significantly larger for the two-polymer system than that for
a single polymer, especially for Lld > Lld* (see the Supporting
Information).

Human Chromosomes. The TAD lengths Ltad and F/P
lengths Lf,p for human chromosome 1 (Chr1) and 2 (Chr2) are
of Gamma distributions (Γ), as presented in Figure 5a−d
(similar distributions are also obtained for other human
chromosomes; see the Supporting Information). As indicated
by the dashed lines in Figure 5a,c, the mean lengths of F/P

=L 1.60f,p Mb for Chr1 and =L 2.02f,p Mb for Chr2.
Interestingly, the corresponding mean lengths of TADs shown
in Figure 5b,d for chromosomes taken from H1 cell lines50 (

=L 0.46tad Mb for Chr1 and =L 0.51tad Mb for Chr2) are
very close to the critical LD length Lld* predicted by eq 7 by
substituting Lf,p with Lf,p (i.e., Lld* = 0.43 Mb for Chr1 and Lld* =

0.49 Mb for Chr2). We also compare Lf,p for human Chr1−
Chr22 in Figure 5e, the value of which fluctuate around 1.96
Mb. The mean lengths of TADs, Ltad , vary across different cell
lines or primary tissues,50,51 as shown in Figure 5f. ∼L 0.56tad
Mb and ∼L 0.44tad Mb are obtained respectively for

Figure 4. (a) Degree of territorialization Ω and the degree of phase separation Δ for two −50−50− polymers as a function of Lld at Asp = 170. (b−
i) Contact maps for two −50−50− polymers with (b, f) Lld = 0.0, (c,g) Lld = 0.16, (d, h) Lld = 0.52, and (e, i) Lld = 1.96 (in unit of Mb) at Asp =
170. A cutoff rc

map = 6.0 is chosen for the measurement of contact pairs.
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chromosomes taken from LV (liver cells) and HepG2 (liver
cancer cells), which implies shortened TADs in oncogenesis.
The variance of Ltad is larger for chromosomes taken from LV
than that taken from HepG2 (Figure S2), which possibly
makes the former less sensitive to stimuli.58

Figure 6 provides the ratio of the mean TAD and F/P
lengths ε = L L/tad f,p for Chr1−Chr22. Similar trends of the
variation of ε across different chromosomes (e.g., a dip at Chr3
and a sharp peak at Chr17) demonstrate its conservation in

different cell lines or tissues. In fact, the three groups of Ltad
have a moderately linear correlation with Lf,p , with Pearson’s
correlation coefficient fluctuating around 0.6 (see the
Supporting Information).
Interestingly, the critical length ratio to minimize phase

separation ε* = *L L/ld f,p determined by eq 7 follows the same
trend, the magnitude of which is very close to ε for various
chromosomes, as indicated by green stars in Figure 6. The
results also indicate the following: (1) Ltad is positively
correlated to Lf,p with ratio ε fluctuating around 0.3 for all

human chromosomes. (2) ε decays exponentially with Lf,p ,
which can be approximated with eq 7 by substituting Lf,p with
Lf,p . (3) TADs (or ε) for this type of malignant liver cells
(HepG2) are evidently smaller than that for noncancerous liver
cells (LV).
TADs are of a hierarchic structure with small loops forming

inside bigger ones.59 These loops are dynamic, being generated
and opened repeatedly in real time. We expect limited
influence of these dynamics on the equilibrium configurations
of the entire chain (and thus the degree of phase separation)
and treat TAD boundaries as self-constrained LDs in our
simulations. Chromosome is thus expected to be more phase-
separated at larger difference δε = |ε − ε*| (e.g., Chr1 for LV
and Chr3 for HepG2). To check this, in Figure 7a we present

Figure 5. (a−d) Distributions of F/P lengths Lf,p and TAD lengths Ltad from H150 for Chr1 and Chr2. The dashed line indicates the mean lengths:
=L 1.60f,p and =L 0.46tad for Chr1; =L 2.02f,p and =L 0.51tad for Chr2 (in Mb). Solid lines are fitting curves of kernel density estimation

(KDE) and Gamma distributions (Γ). (e) Mean lengths Lf,p for Chr1−Chr22. (f) Mean lengths Ltad for Chr1−Chr22 taken from different cell
lines or tissues.50,51

Figure 6. Ratio of the mean TAD and F/P lengths ε = L L/tad f,p and

the critical length ratio to minimize phase separation ε* = *L L/ld f,p

derived from eq 7 (green stars), for Chr1−Chr22.
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simulation results of the order parameter Δ as a function of Asp
for polymer with distributions of Lf,p and Lld determined
respectively by genomic sequence and Hi-C data of Chr1.
Similar to the results for the −50−50− polymer, the saturated
degree of compartmentalization Δsat is obtained at Asp ≥ 160,
and Δsat is larger for system without LD (i.e., Lld = 0). We find
Δsat for Chr1 from LV to be slightly larger than that for Chr1
from HepG2 or H1, which follows the prediction of Figure 6.
The checkerboard-like pattern of phase separation can be

visualized by the contact map shown in Figure 7b−e. The
decrease of Δ is manifested by the blurring of the boundaries
for phase separation of Chr1. By comparing Figure 7d,e, we
also find Chr1 from HepG2 with shortened TADs are of
higher intra-TAD but lower inter-TAD contact probabilities
(i.e., darker but less blurred diagonal).
The dependence of order parameter for interchromosomal

territorialization Ω and phase separation Δ for two interacting
human chromosomes (Chr1+Chr2) on Asp is shown in Figure
8a,b. Similar to the one-polymer system, we find that Δ
increases with Asp and saturates at around Asp = 160. By
contrast, Ω decreases monotonically with Asp, with smaller rate

of descent for Asp > 160. We note that the probability of both
intrachromosomal contact Psame and interchromosomal contact
Pdiff increase with Asp, but a faster growth rate is observed for
Pdiff (see the Supporting Information), resulting in lower
degree of territorialization at higher Asp. The contact maps for
Chr1+Chr2 are presented in Figure 8c,d. While very clear
boundaries of chromosomal territories are observed for system
with LDs, for polymers without LD the boundaries can hardly
be distinguished due to strong phase separation. For Asp ≥ 160,
Ω are almost indistinguishable for Chr1+Chr2 with LD
boundaries taken from different cell lines or tissues, but a
slightly larger Δ is obtained for polymers with LD boundaries
taken from HepG2, as shown in Figure 8b. This result is
different from the one-polymer system shown in Figure 7a,
where Δ is larger for Chr1 taken from LV than that taken from
HepG2. As mentioned in our analysis on polymers of periodic
blocks, the critical length ratio ε* becomes larger for the two-
polymer system compared to that for a single polymer due to
depletion effect. We thus obtain smaller degree of phase
separation for Chr1+Chr2 taken from LV and H1 (with
smaller difference δε = |ε − ε*|), which is consistent with Δ

Figure 7. (a) Degree of phase separation Δ as a function of Asp, for Chr1. (b−e) Contact map for Chr1 (b) without LD, and with LD boundaries
derived from (c) H1, (d) HepG2, or (e) LV, at Asp = 160. The cutoff radius for mapping rc

map was 6.0.

Figure 8. (a) Degree of territorialization Ω and (b) degree of phase separation Δ as a function of Asp for Chr1+Chr2 with different LD boundaries.
(c, d) Contact map for Chr1+Chr2 (c) without LD or (d) with LD boundaries from H1 at Asp = 160 ( utoff radius for mapping rc

map = 6.0). (e)
Sectional views of simulation snapshots for Chr1+Chr2 with different LD boundaries.
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determined experimentally from Hi-C data (Table 2). This
argument is also supported by the sectional view of simulation

snapshots in Figure 8e: The number of f beads buried inside
the large crumple globule of p beads is greater for Chr1+Chr2
taken from LV than that taken from HepG2. The number of
buried f beads is still much larger than that for system without
LDs so that shortened LDs only slightly elevate the degree of
phase separation for Chr1+Chr2.

■ CONCLUDING REMARKS
The multiscale structures enable chromosomes to fold inside
the cell nucleus with high compaction and easy unentangle-
ment. We in this work implement a coarse-grained model of
chromosomes as block copolymers to investigate the interplay
of different folding strategies, namely, topological constraints,
intrachromosomal compartments, and interchromosomal
territories, with a focus on the effect of the length of loop
domains (LDs) on phase separation and territory formation.
For polymer of periodic blocks, a critical LD length Lld* that
minimizes the degree of phase separation is determined. This
originates from the nonmonotonic dependence of segmental
rigidity on LD length. Due to the depletion effect, a slightly
larger Lld* that can not only maximize the degree of
territorialization but also minimize the degree of phase
separation is determined for the two-polymer system. The
peak positions for the gyration radius of prairie beads also
agree well with Lld* for both systems. The results indicate that
topological constraints with optimal length can promote the
formation of territories by weakening the degree of phase
separation.
Lld* is positively correlated to the length of F/P segments Lf,p

of the polymer, and the ratio ε* = Lld*/Lf,p decays exponentially
with Lf,p (eq 7). Interestingly, we find this correlation applies to
human chromosomes by comparing with experimental data:
The mean lengths of TADs for all human chromosomes are
close to the critical value Lld* and positively correlate with the
mean length of F/P segments, which is consistent with the
prediction of eq 7. The biological implications of this
correlation may lie in better formation of territories and easier
unfolding during transcription. As relocation of the genome
may influence their functioning, it might be important to
promote the formation of territories. This allows the change of
spatial organization of chromosomes in response to regu-
lation.23,24 The formation of territories also attenuates the
translocation potential of cells25 and prevents abnormal
clustering of heterochromatin domains.26 Meanwhile, there
will be less energy cost required to unfold chromosomal fiber
into more flexible configurations during transcription,
especially for inactive genes (e.g., stress-response genes).
This coincides with the spatial intermingling of F/P segments,

which is cell-type specific and increases during differ-
entiation.16,17

The biological significance of the wide distribution of TAD
lengths could be manifold. On the basis of previous studies58

and our simulations, such a wide distribution prevents sharp
changes in structure in response to stimuli, while it maintains
the formation of territories. Moreover, giant loops can
protrude far from the chromosome territory and intermingle
extensively with fibers from neighboring chromosomes for
genetic “cross-talk”.3,24,60 The wide distribution of F/P lengths
makes the chromosome a blocky-random copolymer61−64 of
chemical, physical, and mechanical heterogeneity. The more
randomly distributed segments tend to wrap around prairie-
rich blocky segments, providing stability against coagulation
with neighboring chromosomes even in the absence of TADs.
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